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We study the nonequilibrium time evolution of a variety of one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D)
systems (including SSH model, Kitaev-chain, Haldane model, p + ip superconductor, etc.) following a sudden
quench. We prove analytically that topology-changing quenches are always followed by nonanalytical temporal
behavior of return rates (logarithm of the Loschmidt echo), referred to as dynamical phase transitions (DPTs)
in the literature. Similarly to edge states in topological insulators, DPTs can be classified as being topologically
protected or not. In 1D systems the number of topologically protected nonequilibrium time scales are determined
by the difference between the initial and final winding numbers, while in 2D systems no such relation exists for
the Chern numbers. The singularities of dynamical free energy in the 2D case are qualitatively different from
those of the 1D case; the cusps appear only in the first time derivative.
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Topology [1,2] and nonequilibrium dynamics [3,4] are
two vividly investigated fields of physics, with no strong
bonds between them. The leading role played by topology
in condensed matter has only been realized recently with
the discovery of topological insulators, the descendants of
quantum Hall states. Some of their correlation functions are
universal and are not influenced by the microscopic details
of the system, but are rather determined by the underlying
topology. The analysis of nonequilibrium states, on the other
hand, have emerged recently in a different field: in cold atomic
systems. With the unprecedented control of preparing initial
states and governing the time evolution, a number of interesting
phenomena has been observed such as the Kibble Zurek
scaling [5], the lack of thermalization in integrable systems [6],
etc. In this paper, we connect these two, seemingly unrelated
fields and show that topology can be used as an organizing
principle to classify out-of-equilibrium systems.
The most popular setups for nonequilibrium dynamics are
quench experiments in which the quantum system initially
sits in the ground state of a given Hamiltonian, but its time
evolution is governed by another Hamiltonian. The quench
protocol can conveniently be characterized by the dynamical
partition function with no reference to any particular observ-
ables, defined as
Z(z) = 〈ψ |e−Hz|ψ〉. (1)
For positive real values of z this gives the partition function
of a field theory with boundaries |ψ〉 separated by z [7]. For
our purposes, we use z = it with t real, which then gives the
Loschmidt amplitude, that is, the overlap of the time-evolved
state with the initial state G(t) = Z(it). It characterizes time
evolution and the stationary state after a long waiting time [8],
and also yields the characteristic function of work [9], which is
accessible experimentally [10]. As the time evolution operator
is highly nonlocal, it allows Z(z) to be susceptible to the
topological properties of the underlying system. Similarly to
the equilibrium situation, the dynamical free energy is defined
as the logarithm per unit volume f (t) = −1/Nd lnG(t). In
the thermodynamic limit it can be a nonanalytical function
of time, which was dubbed DPTs [11]. Although we are
mostly interested in the dynamical partition function for
imaginary arguments, following Fisher’s method of studying
phase transitions, its structures are revealed by analyzing the
function on the whole complex plane. Fisher’s method also
supports the analogy between phase transitions and DPTs. His
idea was to study the zeros of the partition function, because
they are responsible for nonanalyticities in the free energy [12].
Former studies of DPTs mainly focused on spin sys-
tems [8,11,13–21], and DPTs were shown to appear not only
in free, but in interacting systems as well. However, in the
latter case only specific models were addressed (e.g., XXZ
Heisenberg chain or Hubbard model) mostly numerically,
therefore the generality and applicability of these results to
other models are not clear. The topological properties are also
less understood in interacting systems, which are fundamental
components of our work. In contrast, we give a comprehensive
description of a family of noninteracting models which covers
a large variety of topological and superconducting systems,
and we demonstrate the prominent role of topology in quench
dynamics.
We consider two-band translational invariant insulators
and Bogoliubov-de Gennes superconductors in one and two
dimensions. Such systems are widely studied in the literature,
and some of them had already been realized experimentally,
either in cold atomic or in condensed matter systems [22–25].
The Hamiltonian for these systems can be parametrized by a
vector dk,
H =
∑
k
c+k hkck, hk = dk · σ , (2)
where c+k = (c+k,A, c+k,B ) for insulators and c+k = (c+k , c−k) for
superconductors. In the insulating case the internal degrees of
freedomA,B refer to pseudospin components, e.g., to different
sublattices. A sudden quench protocol can be described by the
change in the vector fields characterizing the Hamiltonian:
dk(t) = d0k for t < 0 and dk(t) = d1k for t > 0. The Loschmidt
amplitude following this quench can be expressed in a compact
form independently of the spatial dimensions:
G(t) =
∏
k
[
cos
(
1kt
)+ i ˆd0k · ˆd1k sin (1kt)], (3)
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but the product is taken for all wave numbers in the Brillouin
zone for normal insulators and for half of the Brillouin zone
for superconductors. Here, ˆdik denotes the unit vector in the
direction of dik and ik = |dik| for insulators and ik = 2|dik|
for superconductors. The Fisher zeros, i.e., the solutions of
Z(z) = 0 are
zn(k) = iπ
1k
(
n + 1
2
)
− 1
1k
arth
[
ˆd0k · ˆd1k
]
, (4)
which follow from the product form of the Loschmidt
amplitude. The Fisher zeros fill domains of the complex
plane, which are indexed by an integer number n and are
parametrized with k. In one dimension these domains form
lines, while in two dimensions they fill areas. The necessary
condition to observe DPTs is having Fisher zeros approaching
the imaginary axis, which occurs when d0k · d1k = 0, i.e., when
the vector dk in the final Hamiltonian is perpendicular to the
initial one for some k. This geometrical condition connects
DPTs with the topology of the initial and the final systems. In
the following we will consider the one- and two-dimensional
cases separately.
One-dimensional case. Topological insulators in one di-
mension are characterized by chiral (AIII symmetry class) or
chiral and particle-hole symmetry (BDI) [26], which constrain
dk to lie in a 2D plane. The corresponding topological number
is the winding number: the number of times dk winds around
the origin when k sweeps through the Brillouin zone. If,
for example, dk lies in the xy plane, ν = 12π
∫
dk ( ˆdxk ∂k ˆdyk −
ˆd
y
k ∂k
ˆdxk ).
If the winding number of two vector fields d0k and d1k defined
on the Brillouin zone (S1) differ by ν ∈ N, the image of the
scalar product field ˆd0k · ˆd1k covers the interval [−1,1] at least
2ν times.
This means that the Fisher zeros in Eq. (4) sweep through the
real axis 2ν times while k goes through the Brillouin zone.
Consequently there are at least 2ν points in k space where
the vectors are perpendicular [for illustration see Fig. 1(a)],
d0k
d1k
(a) d0k
d1k
(b) d0k
d1k
(c)
FIG. 1. (Color online) Illustration for the existence of perpendic-
ular vectors if the quench connects domains with different topological
numbers. (a) Topological insulators in AIII symmetry class. As k
goes through the Brillouin zone dk draws a closed loop. For any
parametrization of these loops there will be at least 2ν wave
numbers for which d0 ⊥ d1 if the winding number of the two vector
fields differ by ν. (b) Superconductors in the BDI symmetry
class. In the k ∈ [0,π ] domain (solid line) there will be at least
ν perpendicular d vectors in a quench characterized by ν. (c)
Superconductors in the D symmetry class. The vectors ˆd are no longer
confined to a plane, but the occurrence of perpendicular vectors is still
ensured when the topology of ˆd1 and ˆd0 are different.
implying DPTs. Let us suppose that the (ground state) winding
number of the initial (final) Hamiltonian is ν0 (ν1), then the
angle of rotation φik for dik is a smooth function differing by
2πνi at k = −π and π for i = 0,1. The angle of rotation φk
between d0k and d1k changes 2πν, hence ˆd0k · ˆd1k = cos(φk)
covers the interval [−1,1] at least 2ν times. If the model
has further symmetries that connect wave numbers k and −k
[e.g., inversion or time reversal symmetry (TRS)], the Fisher
lines can be doubly degenerate and there will be only ν
nonequilibrium time scales, as it happens, for example, in the
SSH model (see later).
Our argument applies also for 1D topological supercon-
ductors (e.g., the Kitaev chain and its generalization for higher
winding numbers [27]) with a little modification. Now the
product is taken only for positive momenta in the Loschmidt
amplitude in Eq. (3). The Bogoliubov Hamiltonian is particle-
hole symmetric (PHS) by construction, implying that the x
and y components of dk are odd and the z component is an
even function of the wave number: dx−k = −dxk , dy−k = −dy−k ,
and dz−k = dzk . For the degenerate momenta k = 0,π , the
vector describing the Hamiltonian points to the z direction:
d0/π = (0,0,dz0/π ). If the system is time reversal invariant as
well (BDI symmetry class) dxk ≡ 0 and the topological number
is the winding number similarly to the previous case. Because
of PHS the winding of the angle of dk is already determined
in the k ∈ (0,π ) domain. That is, if the winding number is
ν, the angle changes πν while k goes through the positive
half of the Brillouin zone. Therefore for a quench from ν0
to ν1 DPTs will appear with ν topologically protected time
scales [Fig. 1(b)]. This result applies for the previous studies
in the literature for the transverse field Ising model and for
the quantum XY chain [11,18], which can be mapped to
Hamiltonians in the form of (2). The topological protection
of DPTs for quenches connecting different phases was also
revealed for the transverse field Ising chain [16,28].
If TRS is broken (D symmetry class, [26]) dk is not confined
to a 2D plane. The Z2 invariant is 0 (topologically trivial) if
ˆd0 = ˆdπ (= (0,0, ± 1)) and it is 1 (nontrivial) if ˆd0 = − ˆdπ .
If the quench connects phases with different topology, e.g.,
ν0 = 1 and ν1 = 0, there must be a wave number k∗ for which
d0k∗ · d1k∗ = 0 [illustrated in Fig. 1(c)], because ˆd00 · ˆd10 = − ˆd0π ·
ˆd1π = ±1, hence ˆd0k · ˆd1k covers the interval [−1,1].
So far we have demonstrated that the change in topology
under a sudden quench is an eligible condition for DPTs
to occur. Note that d0 and d1 can become perpendicular
accidentally even if the topological numbers do not differ
in the initial and final Hamiltonians [18]. This parallels the
appearance of the topologically nonprotected edge or surface
states in certain systems, whose existence is not connected to
topology but is accidental [1,29,30].
Two dimensions. The topological number is the Chern
number Q for two-band topological insulators, which is
calculated from the vector dk defining the Hamiltonian [31],
Q = 1
4π
∫
BZ
dkxdky ˆdk ·
(
∂kx
ˆdk × ∂ky ˆdk
)
, (5)
counting how many times the surface defined by ˆdk covers the
unit sphere. We show that if the quench connects phases with
Chern numbers differing in their moduli, DPTs will necessarily
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occur. However, DPTs in two dimensions are qualitatively
different from those in one dimension, because of the Fisher
zeros form areas instead of lines.
If the Chern numbers of two vector fields d0k and d1k defined
on the Brillouin zone (T 2) differ in the modulus |Q1| = |Q0|,
the image of the scalar product field ˆd0 · ˆd1 is [−1,1].
We prove our statement in four steps.
(a) If ˆd0k · ˆd1k > −1 ⇒ Q1 = Q0, because there is a contin-
uous mapping fk(γ ) between ˆd0k and ˆd1k such that |fk(γ )| > 0.
fk(γ ) = (1 − γ ) ˆd0k + γ ˆd1k, γ ∈ [0,1]
|fk(γ )|2 = 1 + 2γ (1 − γ )
(− 1 + ˆd0k · ˆd1k)> 0.
The inequality in the second line came from the fact that
γ (1 − γ ) < 1/4 for γ ∈ [0,1]. In other words if the vector
fields ˆd0k and ˆd1k are nowhere antiparallel, then one can
continuously deform one into the other. Under this deformation
the Chern number does not change [32].
(b) If Q1 = Q0 ⇒ ˆd0k · ˆd1k = −1 for some k. This comes
from reversing (a) and can be proved indirectly.
(c) If Q1 = −Q0 ⇒ ˆd0k · ˆd1k = 1 for some (other) k. We
trace back this statement to (b) by defining the vector field
ˆd′1k ≡ − ˆd1k, which satisfies Q′1 = Q0. Hence ˆd0k · ˆd′1k = −1 for
some k implying (c). Supported by the continuity of ˆdik when
the topology is well defined, combining (b) and (c) finishes
the proof.
This argument cannot be generalized to the Q1 = −Q0
case; a trivial counterexample is given by the quench d1k =−d0k, where the initial and final Chern numbers are the
opposite, but d0 · d1 ≡ −1.
The statement ensures that Fisher zeros connect −∞ to
∞ if the modulus of the Chern number changes under the
quench. Nevertheless, one might find Fisher lines connecting
−∞ to ∞ also when the modulus of the Chern numbers are
the same. A 2D system can be thought of as a collection
of 1D chains. If these 1D systems can be characterized by
winding numbers, it is enough to find a pair of these 1D systems
with differing winding numbers to see DPTs. On the other
hand, Fisher zeros can also expand through the imaginary axis
accidentally similarly to the 1D case.
In the superconducting case the product in Eq. (3) is taken
for the half Brillouin zone. However, because of PHS one
gets exactly the same contribution from the other half of the
Brillouin zone, so one can express G(t)2 as a product over
the whole BZ. From this the existence of DPTs follows for
quenches connecting superconducting phases with different
moduli of the Chern numbers.
Our results on the mappings d0k · d1k are important not only
in the context of DPTs, but for the entanglement properties as
well. Entanglement is a complementary measure to charaterize
the time evolution of wave functions without reference to
any observables. The time dependence of the entanglement
spectrum has been studied in topological systems following
a sudden quench [33,34]. Interestingly, the evolution of the
entanglement spectrum shows a qualitative difference for
quenches where d0k ⊥ d1k for some k, which is the very
same condition that appeared in the context of DPTs. Further
connections between DPTs and the entanglement spectrum is
a subject of future research.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Fisher lines zn(k) (for n = 0..3) and DPTs
in the generalized SSH model in a quench ν0 = 1 → ν1 = −2.
(a) The lines of Fisher zeros are doubly degenerate due to the
(k,−k) symmetry; they sweep through the real axis |ν| = 3 times.
(b) Dynamical phase transitions appear where the Fisher zeros cross
the imaginary axis. The grid lines show the DPTs corresponding to
the first four Fisher lines.
Having established our main results, a few examples follow.
Generalized SSH model. The SSH model is a 1D tight-
binding chain that was originally introduced to model poly-
acetylene [35]. It is probably the simplest topological insulator,
belonging to the BDI symmetry class [26]. The model is
described by dk = (t0 + t−1 cos(k),t−1 sin(k),0), where t0 and
t−1 are the staggered hopping amplitudes. The ground state is
topologically trivial (ν = 0) when t0 > t−1 and is nontrivial
if t0 < t−1. The model can be extended to produce higher
winding numbers by introducing longer ranged hopping terms
that preserve chiral symmetry. The Hamiltonian in this case is
characterized by the vector,
dk =
(
t ′0 +
∞∑
m=1
t ′m cos(mk),
∞∑
m=1
t ′′m sin(mk),0
)
, (6)
where t ′0 = t0, t ′m = tm + t−m, t ′′m = t−m − tm, and tm is the
real hopping amplitude between sublattices A in unit cell i
and B in unit cell i + m. We note that in this labeling of
the hopping amplitudes tm and t−m are independent and are
responsible for the staggered nature of the system. Higher
winding numbers can be produced by the proper choice of
the hopping amplitudes, for example, the winding number is
|ν| = n  1 if t ′n and t ′′n dominate the other hopping terms.
An eligible condition for this is |t ′0| +
∑m=n
m=1 |t ′m| + |t ′′m| <
min{|t ′n|,|t ′′n |}. Besides the chiral symmetry this model has TRS
as well. Therefore in a quench characterized by ν, the 2ν
topologically protected (−∞,∞) sections of the Fisher lines
are pairwise degenerate (consider, e.g., that |d1k| = |d1−k| and
d0k · d1k = d0−k · d1−k), implying only ν nonequilibrium time
scales. The flow of the Fisher lines and the dynamical free
energy are shown on Fig. 2 for a quench from a phase with
ν0 = 1 to ν1 = −2.
The Haldane model is a next-nearest-neighbor hopping
model on a honeycomb lattice with artificial magnetic
field [36], which can produce topologically nontrivial states.
It is characterized by
dk = (Re{f (k)}, Im{f (k)},m − gasym(k,φ)), (7)
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FIG. 3. Quench in the Haldane model from Q0 = 0 to Q1 = 1.
(a) Fisher zeros corresponding to n = 0 in Eq. (4). The normalized
density of the Fisher zeros ρ(Re{z}, Im{z}) is shown as the darkness
of the area. (Inset) The density diverges on the imaginary axis at the
boundary of the Fisher area. (b) Cusplike singularities in the first
derivative of the dynamical free energy. The shaded areas emphasize
the regions where the Fisher zeros cross the time axis.
where f (k) = γ1
∑
j e
−ikδj and vectors δj point to the
three nearest neighbors. The mass term mσz describes a
homogeneous staggered lattice potential. The −gasym(k,φ)σz
term comes from a second neighbor hopping considering the
staggered magnetic field characterizing the Haldane model.
This latter term is necessary to produce nontrivial topology
in the model. The Chern number depends on the phase φ
characterizing the magnetic field, on the next-nearest hopping
amplitude γ2, and on the mass term. The Chern number is Q =
0 if |m| > |3√3γ2 sinφ|, and Q = ±1 if |m| < |3
√
3γ2 sinφ|
with the sign depending on φ and γ2.
We have already proved that if the Chern number of the
initial and final Hamiltonian differs, the Fisher zeros connect
−∞ with ∞. However, in contrast to the one-dimensional
case, in two dimensions the Fisher zeros fill areas rather
than forming lines. Similar behavior occurs for quenches in
spin-glass systems [13,37]. In our case the appearance of
the Fisher area is not unexpected, since each Fisher domain
corresponding to a given n in Eq. (4) is parametrized by two
variables kx and ky . In contrast to Fisher lines if a Fisher area
crosses the imaginary axis, the dynamical free energy looks
smooth and its first derivative shows cusps at the boundaries
of the Fisher area [Fig. 3(b)]. This is understood by expressing
the singular part of the dynamical free energy with the Fisher
zeros [11],
f s(t) = − lim
N→∞
1
Nd
∑
n,k
ln
(
1 − it
zn(k)
)
. (8)
If an area with homogeneous density of Fisher zeros crosses
the imaginary axis, the second derivative of the dynamical free
energy jumps at the boundary of the Fisher area. The size of
the jump is proportional to the density of zeros normalized by
the system size (ρ) and with the cosine square of the impact
angle (ϕ) of the boundary line.
lim
→0+
f ′′(t0 + ) − f ′′(t0 − ) = −2πD cos2 ϕ. (9)
If the density of the Fisher zeros diverges as |y − y0|−α at the
boundary of the Fisher area, the slopes of the cusps in Re{f ′(t)}
inside the Fisher area diverge similarly. In the Haldane model
this latter behavior occurs as shown in Fig. 3.
These features are not specific to the Haldane model,
but show up in a wide range of models, e.g., in the
“half”-BHZ model [38], which is described by dk =
(A sin kx,A sin ky, + cos kx + cos ky), or in the lattice ver-
sion of the chiral topological p + ip superconductor with
similar dk [39].
Conclusion. We have demonstrated the fundamental role
of topology in quench dynamics. In the context of DPTs
this means that if the topological number changes under the
quench, DPTs have to occur, but the time evolution of the
entanglement spectrum is also affected by the topology. We
supported our findings with rigorous proofs for two-band
models. An additional small interaction term does not destroy
immediately the singularities in the dynamical free energy,
but shifts them in time [19]. Correspondingly the Fisher zeros
are only shifted and squeezed locally around the first few
DPT points, which spoils the periodicity. Further away from
the crossings, and for large interactions it is unknown how
the Fisher structure is modified. Similarly, our preliminary
numerical simulations indicate that DPTs are robust with
respect to disorder. The general relation between topology
and DPTs in systems with more (than two) bands and with
interactions deserves further attention.
Previously the existence of DPTs was analyzed in compari-
son with equilibrium phase transitions [11,14,15,18]. Based
on our results the topological nature of the equilibrium
phase transition should be investigated as well. DPTs in
two-dimensional systems are qualitatively different from those
in one dimension as the cusps in the dynamical free energy
appear in the first time derivative. The distinct behavior of the
Fisher zeros together with different types of nonanalyticities in
various systems may open a path to define universality classes
in DPTs.
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